Hello, I'm Tanveer Anoy, queer activist, author, and archivist from Bangladesh. I have provided leadership in the LGBTQ+ community of Bangladesh and edited several queer print productions.

I'm the founder of MONDRO and Bangladesh Feminist Archives.

Currently, I'm doing an MA in Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies and teaching at Oregon State University.
MONDRO & Bangladesh Feminist Archives

1. Mondro is a Bangladeshi queer feminist archive organization that focuses on queer art and culture. It is the first and largest public queer archive in the country / Bangladesh Feminist Archives (BFA) is designed as a comprehensive platform dedicated to preserving, documenting, and promoting the intersectional feminist movement in Bangladesh.

2. Mondro dedicated to collecting and preserving the artistic and cultural history of marginalized gender and sexual communities / BFA aims to serve as a central repository for a wide range of materials, including writings, speeches, artworks, photographs, and audiovisual recordings that capture the rich history and ongoing struggles of intersectional feminist activism in the country.

3. Visibility and Representation, Erasure of Queer History, Cultural Stigma and Discrimination, Lack of Resources and Support, Activism and Advocacy etc
Claiming LGBTQ+ Digital Spaces: Navigating Surveillance and Defying Hatred

About  The panel discussion will focus on the experiences of LGBTQ+ individuals who manage online LGBTQ+ spaces under constant surveillance and threats from extremists and right-wing groups.

Format  Panel Discussion (50 minutes)

Support you need  I need people for the panel discussion- that would be really great!
Your hope and expectation at Camps

- Experience Sharing
- Knowledge Exchanging
- Making Connections
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